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Joe Chindarsi has used his own house in North Perth as an exemplar in sustainable design 
and technologies. The house sits on a 207-square-metre subdivided block, making use of 
the nature strip for raised vegie planters. It is self-sufficient for its power, with 5.9kW of 
grid-connected solar, with battery storage.
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ARCHITECT JOE CHINDARSI USES HIS 
own homes as an opportunity to explore the 
limits of possibility, and his latest iteration 
in North Perth is no exception. “When I 
built my first home for myself 12 years ago, 
I installed a small 1.4 kilowatt photovoltaic 
system that was leading edge at the time (it 
cost $16,000 from memory),” he says. “With 
this home I wanted to continue that trend.”
 The new house is on a subdivided 
block – just 207 square metres in size – but 
it feels expansive despite its dimensions, 
thanks to Joe’s bevy of architectural tricks. 
The ground floor comprises an open plan 
living space with high ceilings and upper 
level voids, and opens on to an outdoor 
courtyard. Using the same finishes for the 
floors and walls inside and out enhances 
the sense of space. Upstairs, two bedrooms 

sit either side of a central living area, and 
all three rooms benefit from saw-tooth roof 
profiles.
 “We used polished concrete on the 
floors – for thermal mass and to create an 
industrial-type feel – and the saw-tooth 
roof profile ties in with that aesthetic,” Joe 
says. It also performs multiple functions 
that help keep the house comfortable all 
year round: the saw-tooth windows can be 
opened to vent out warm air in summer, 
and they allow diffused southern light 
into the whole house, which minimises 
electricity consumption and protects the 
owners’ collection of art, which adorns the 
walls in every room.
 As well as being designed with passive 
design principles at front and centre, the 
house has several technological add-ons 

Leading  
by example  

As well as being an architect, Joe Chindarsi is a pioneer 
of new technologies. His latest home in North Perth is an 
exemplar of modern sustainable design.
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that enhance its sustainability credentials. 
The saw-tooth roofline is angled to the 
north and west faces to create a much 
larger viable surface for solar than a regular 
pitched roof, and is covered with panels 
that comprise a 5.9kW system. Joe also 
installed a battery array to store energy 
generated during the day for use overnight, 
though the house is connected to the grid 
for backup power.
 The substantial solar system produces 
more energy than is needed during the 
summer months, and battery storage leaves 
something for cloudy days. “While on some 
winter days we may not produce enough, 
throughout the year, we should be energy 
neutral,” says Joe.
 The house also boasts one of Western 
Australia’s first ground-source water to air 
air-conditioning systems, which reduces 
the consumption of energy required for 
active heating and cooling. “It was a little 

pricey to install – probably four times the 
price of a normal air-conditioning system – 
but I take a longer-term view, and do things 
on principle,” Joe says. 
 The system is much more efficient than 
regular air-conditioning because it draws 
from the year-round stable temperature 
of the ground, as opposed to the at times 
extreme heat of the outside air. It works 
the same way – but in reverse – for heating 
during winter.
 Having lived in the house for nearly a 
year – Joe and his partner Andrew moved in 
as the build was concluding in June 2014 – 
they are more than satisfied with the overall 
comfort and thermal performance of the 
house through Perth’s hot summer, and its 
low running costs to date. As such, Joe is 
an enthusiastic advocate of the pioneering 
technologies he’s deployed, and is always 
keen to show off the house and its various 
systems to prospective architectural clients, 
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The striking North Perth home has a bevy 
of architectural tricks which create a sense 
of space and light, including the high 
saw-tooth windows which fill the house 
with southern light (while protecting the 
owners’ art collection), capture south-east 
breezes and help vent hot air.
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An energy-efficient Bosch 
induction cooktop makes 
use of  the house’s 5.9kW 
solar array on north- and 
west-facing roofs.

l

Kitchen cabinetry is 
Tasmanian blackwood 
veneer, with a brass mosaic 
recyclable tile splashback. 
Concrete was used for 
flooring throughout, both 
for thermal mass and an 
industrial feel.
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and others considering solar and ground-
source energy. 
 “The more people take up ground-
source energy, the more the price will 
drop over time,” he says. “I think the grid 
electricity generators will be in trouble 
as the price of batteries and solar power 
systems continues to fall – and ground-
source systems become mainstream 
– because it will become much more 
affordable for people to make and store 
energy at their own homes, like we are 
here.”
 After making such a significant 
investment – including time, money, 

resources and human capital – to get the 
design and build just right, Joe and Andrew 
plan to settle in for the long term. “We take 
the view that we will be here for a while, but 
if we do sell it prematurely, the person who 
buys it will see the value in a small home 
that is highly specced and very sustainable,” 
Joe says. 
 “It’s not a home that would appeal to 
everyone – it’s not a typical family home 
– but it’s self evident that the things I’ve 
done mean lower running costs, negligible 
ongoing costs, and minimal maintenance. 
It’s an amazing lock-up-and-leave house.”  

j

Reverse brick veneer combined with lightweight timber-framed construction and phase change materials were used in the 
upper levels for thermal mass. Phase change material was also used throughout the ceilings to the upper level to limit heat 
gain. External parasol screens shade the summer sun on east and west sides at this level.

Joe is an early adopter of ground-

source water to air air-conditioning, 

and expects it to provide up to a 50 

per cent saving on running costs 

compared to a like-for-like air-

sourced heat pump cooling system. 

It is comprised of three 70-metre-

deep bore holes with closed loops 

that circulate water at the stable 

temperature of the earth of around 

18 degrees Celsius. The water enters 

the heat exchange unit in the garage 

where it is used to efficiently heat or 

cool air via a heat pump for use in the 

internal ducted system. 

METRO PERTHHOUSE PROFILE
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Dining

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
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The courtyard on the north-east corner of the house is 
sheltered from the weather, creating a warm and dry 
retreat in winter, and shade from the western sun in 
summer. The mature deciduous frangipani allows winter sun 
through the wide openings to the internal concrete slab.

METRO PERTHHOUSE PROFILE
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HOT WATER 

–  Chromagen gas-boosted solar 
hot water system with 300L 
storage tank, and Eternity G26 
gas booster.  

RENEWABLE ENERGY   
–  The house is self-sufficient 

for its electricity, with an AC-
coupled grid-connected solar 
system. 5.86kW of solar panels 
on the north- and west-facing 
roofs feed electricity to the 
house via a Kaco Powador 
6.0 TL3 5kVA inverter. A 
Selectronic battery back-up 
system powers the house at 
night. The 3.57kW array on 
north-facing roof was installed 
by Solar Backup, the 2.3kW 
BenQ array on west-facing roof 
installed by Wesglo Electric.

WATER SAVING   
–  A 22,500L Versatile Concrete 

rainwater tank underneath 
the driveway supplies toilet 
flushing, washing machine, 
garden taps and pool top-up. 

PASSIVE DESIGN / HEATING  

AND COOLING 

–  House oriented for maximum 
solar gain despite block 
orientation, with wide 
openings on eastern and some 
on northern side, coupled with 
concrete slab for thermal mass

–  High level windows to south 
capture cooling breezes from 
the south-west and allow hot 
air to naturally vent out via 
stack effect 

–  Issey ‘Vertiroll’ ST motorised 
and hardwired retractable 
tensioned screen external 
parasols provide shading and 
privacy 

–  Other windows have laser-cut 
screen and wide overhangs 

–  Saw-tooth windows can be 
opened to vent out warm air 
in summer, and allow diffused 
southern light into house.

ACTIVE HEATING AND 

COOLING 
–  Ground-source water to air 

air-conditioning unit is a 
Water Furnace, 7 series 15kW 
with Rehau PE XA Probe 
loops, installed by Subthermal 
Solutions

–  Boffi Air ceiling fan in master 
bedroom.

BUILDING MATERIALS 
–  Reverse brick veneer external 

walls and concrete slabs 
optimise thermal performance 
in Perth’s temperate climate

–  Double-layered insulation 
installed under roof 
sheeting and over ceilings, 
and additionally within 
framed walls and masonry 
cavities:  CSR Bradford Gold 
Hi Performance Wall Batts, 
R3.0, to all external light-
weight stud-framed walls; 
CSR Bradford Enviroseal wall 
wrap reflective wall sarking 
to underside of metal deck 
roof sheeting; CSR Bradford 
Medium Duty Anticon 55 
building blanket reflective foil/
glasswool insulation, R2.6/R2.1 
to underside of metal deck roof 
sheeting; CSR Bradford Gold 
Hi-Performance Ceiling Batts, 
R5.0 to all ceilings underneath 
roofs; Kingspan Kooltherm 
K10 FM rigid Soffit Board 
insulation, with reflective foil 
facing, R1.43 within double-
brickwork cavities to external 
walls

–  BioPCM Mat 25 phase change 
material was also installed over 
all ceilings under roofs, acting 

as additional thermal mass 
within the ceiling to further 
assist in diurnal temperature 
stabilisation

–  Timber screens made from 
reclaimed WA jarrah salvaged 
from Joe’s grandparents’ old 
home, which was demolished.

WINDOWS & GLAZING 
–  Double-glazed thermally-

broken frames with low-e 
argon-filled interlayer joinery 
sourced from Casver.

LIGHTING 
–  LED strip lighting and Darkon 

Wynn Trimless fittings in 
walls from Lighting Options 
Australia; DeltaLight Heli 1 
Screen LED step lights from 
Inlite; DeltaLight Femtoline 
25 LED profile lighting; 
Brightgreen W200 Cube and 
W900 Cube wall lights; Fractal 
Cloud Pendant by Luxxbox; 
Solid FSC oak pendant by 
Ross Gardam; TOPAZ pendant 
lights by Edward Linacre via 
workshopped.com.au.

PAINTS, FINISHES AND FLOOR 

COVERINGS  
–  Dulux Wash and Wear 

internally
–  Dulux Acratex texture coatings 

externally
–  Venetian polished plaster 

Marmorino finishes.

OTHER ESD FEATURES 
–  Sub-soil irrigation for further 

water-saving
–  Raised food gardens make use 

of the wide verge 
–  The home sits on a compact 

207 sqm subdivided block
–  High-efficiency rating 

appliances including a Bosch 
induction cooktop.

DESIGN

Joe Chindarsi, Chindarsi 
Architects

BUILDER

Castleprime Construction

PROJECT TYPE

New build

PROJECT LOCATION 

North Perth, WA 

SIZE

Land 207 sqm  
House 240 sqm 

BUILDING STAR RATING 

8.5 Stars

Chindarsi house
—Specifications


